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TRANECT LTD acquired the G Corner & Co range of High 
Vibration withstand cable terminals in February 2001.  These 
products date back to the 1950’s when Metropolitan Vickers 
asked G Corner & Co to design a range of special cable 
terminals for use with DC motors in traction applications.

In the 1960’s this range of terminals that formally adopted by 
British Rail as the recommended terminals for all cables over 
0.01in  (6mm  ).

In the 1970’s we were asked by Bombardier Transportation 
to design a range of Ultra High Vibration withstand cable 
terminals for bogie to axle and bogie to carriage 
applications. These have established a reputation for the 
ultimate performance in these especially arduous applications

We continue to manufacture and supply these terminals from 
our factory in  Liverpool.  Our product range has continued to 
expand to include cable assemblies, wiring harnesses, braid 
assemblies, connectors, terminals, crimps, busbars and 
associated tooling  for high vibration environments including 
railway applications, standby power generators and military 
applications.

Introduction

1

We also have the  capability  to design new terminals, 
connectors and other products to suit customer 
requirements and have recently been awarded a Research 
and Development grant from the North West Development 
Agency to continue our development of electrical 
connections for high vibration environments. Our project 
has also received funding from the Merseyside Special 
Investment Fund as part of their support for businesses in 
the region.

Our R&D project includes installing vibration test equipment 
at our Liverpool unit to enable us to demonstrate 
compliance with the latest European and International 
standards and to provide our customers with access to the 
latest vibration testing technology as part of our 
commitment to world class customer service. Please 
contact us for further information on our exciting research 
and development initiative.

Tranect Ltd is a also a distributor for the Elpress AB range 
of cable terminals and associated tooling.
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Heavy Duty Terminals
Manufactured from copper tube, these terminals 
are tin plated and they have a cable inspection 
hole. These terminals are suitable for flexible or 
stranded copper conductors.

TK-R range 0.75mm  to 10mm2 2

Explanation of part number:
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TK-RF range 16mm  to 300mm2 2
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Heavy Duty Terminals
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High Vibration Terminals
Our high vibration cable terminals are manufactured from high conductivity seamless copper tube, annealed and 
electro-tin plated to combine maximum electrical conductivity with mechanical strength.  An inspection hole is 
provided to check cable location prior to crimping.

These terminals are manufactured in three bend types and to suit a range of cable sizes - from 10 mm   to 
400 mm  .  The palm of each terminal is stamped with a crimp size code letter to ensure the use of the correct Tranect 
crimp die.  The crimp can then be checked using a Tranect “GO” gauge.  Type D standard terminals have squared 
ends to increase surface contact area and to provide additional resistance to rotation.

The type W standard terminals have a wider, thinner palm to increase contact area and enable clamping with shorter 
larger diameter  studs - useful in restricted access areas.  The palm also has slightly rounded ends to reduce the risk 
of flashing in confined spaces.
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Finish: Made from high conductivity, grade C101 to 
BS 2871 seamless copper tube.
An inspection hole is provided to check cable 
location prior to crimping.
Annealed and electro-tin plated - 5 micron minimum.

Identification: The crimp size code letter is stamped on 
the palm of each terminal during manufacture, and 
embossed on the crimp form during crimping.

Tools: Use Tranect 35T hydraulic crimping press and 
crimping dies. Please refer to the data table for the 
appropriate crimp size code letter for the crimping die. 
Use Tranect ‘Go’ gauge to check each crimp or 
measure the crimp using the crimp ‘Go’ gauge 
dimension given on the data table.

To Order: Please specify catalogue number (Cat. No.), 
bend type (see diagram above) and stud size.

High Vibration Terminals
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BR Cat no Voltage BR Cat no Voltage BR Cat no Voltage BR Cat no Voltage BR Cat no Voltage BR Cat no Voltage

6/111070 1900/3300 TDE 6/111080 1900/3300 TDE 6/111090 1900/3300 TDE 6/111100 1900/3300 TDE 6/111110 1900/3300 TDE 6/111120 1900/3300 TDE

6/109680 600/1000 P 6/109900 600/1000 P 6/110200 600/1000 P 6/110380 600/1000 P 6/110450 1900/3300 P 6/110510 1900/3300 P

6/109685 1900/3300 P 6/109990 1900/3300 P 6/110205 1900/3300 P 6/110385 600/1000 E

Stud size BR Cat no TRANECT no BR Cat no TRANECT no BR Cat no TRANECT no Stud size BR Cat no TRANECT no BR Cat no TRANECT no BR Cat no TRANECT no

M4 - 5 deg 54/120600 DM4 54/120700 DN4 54/120800 DO4 M4 - 5 deg 54/120900 DP4 54/121000 DQ4 54/121100 DR4

M4 - 45 deg 54/120602 2DM4 54120702 2DN4 54/120802 2DO4 M4 - 45 deg 54/120902 2DP4 54121002 2DQ4 54/121102 2DR4

M4 - 90 deg 54/120604 3DM4 54/120704 3DN4 54/120804 3DO4 M4 - 90 deg 54/120904 3DP4 54/121004 3DQ4 54/121104 3DR4

M6 - 5 deg DM6 DN6 DO6 M6 - 5 deg DP6 DQ6 DR6

M6 - 45 deg 2DM6 2DN6 2DO6 M6 - 45 deg 2DP6 2DQ6 2DR6

M6 - 90 deg 3DM6 3DN6 3DO6 M6 - 90 deg 3DP6 3DQ6 3DR6

M8 - 5 deg 54/120610 DM8 DN8 DO8 M8 - 5 deg DP8 DQ8 DR8

M8 - 45 deg 54/120612 2DM8 2DN8 2DO8 M8 - 45 deg 2DP8 2DQ8 2DR8

M8 - 90 deg 54/120614 3DM8 3DN8 3DO8 M8 - 90 deg 3DP8 3DQ8 3DR8

M10 - 5 deg 54/120620 DM10 54/120710 DN10 54/120810 DO10 M10 - 5 deg 54/120910 DP10 54/121010 DQ10 54/121110 DR10

M10 - 45 deg 54/120622 2DM10 54/120712 2DN10 54/120812 2DO10 M10 - 45 deg 54/120912 2DP10 54/121012 2DQ10 54/121112 2DR10

M10 - 90 deg 54/120624 3DM10 54/120714 3DN10 54/120814 3DO10 M10 - 90 deg 54/120914 3DP10 54/121014 3DQ10 54/121114 3DR10

M12 - 5 deg 54/120630 DM12 54/120720 DN12 54/120820 DO12 M12 - 5 deg 54/120920 DP12 54/121020 DQ12 54/121120 DR12

M12 - 45 deg 54/120632 2DM12 54/120722 2DN12 54/120822 2DO12 M12 - 45 deg 54/120922 2DP12 54/121022 2DQ12 54/121122 2DR12

M12 - 90 deg 54/120634 3DM12 54/120724 3DN12 54/120824 3DO12 M12 - 90 deg 54/120924 3DP12 54/121024 3DQ12 54/121124 3DR12

M14 - 5 deg 54/120640 DM14 54/120730 WN14 54/120830 DO14 M14 - 5 deg 54/120930 DP14 54/121030 WQ14 54/121130 DR14

M14 - 45 deg 54/120642 2DM14 54/120732 2DN14 54/120832 2DO14 M14 - 45 deg 54/120932 2DP14 54/121032 2DQ14 54/121132 2DR14

M14 - 90 deg 54/120644 3DM14 54/120734 3DN14 54/120834 3DO14 M14 - 90 deg 54/120934 3DP14 54/121034 3DQ14 54/121134 3DR14

M16 - 5 deg 54/120650 DM16 54/120740 DN16 54/120840 DO16 M16 - 5 deg 54/120940 DP16 54/121040 DQ16 54/121140 DR16

M16 - 45 deg 54/120652 2DM16 54/120742 2DN16 54/120842 2DO16 M16 - 45 deg 54/120942 2DP16 54/121042 2DQ16 54/121142 2DR16

M16 - 90 deg 54/120654 3DM16 54/120744 3DN16 54/120844 3DO16 M16 - 90 deg 54/120944 3DP16 54/121044 3DQ16 54/121144 3DR16

M18 - 5 deg 54/120660 WM18 54/120750 DN18 54/120850 DO18 M18 - 5 deg 54/120950 DP18 54/121050 DQ18 54/121150 DR18

M18 - 45 deg 54/120662 2WM18 54/120752 2DN18 54/120852 2DO18 M18 - 45 deg 54/120952 2DP18 54/121052 2DQ18 54/121152 2DR18

M18 - 90 deg 54/120664 3WM18 54/120754 3DN18 54/120854 3DO18 M18 - 90 deg 54/120954 3DP18 54/121054 3DQ18 54/121154 3DR18

M20 - 5 deg 54/120670 WM20 54/120760 WN20 54/120860 DO20 M20 - 5 deg 54/120960 DP20 54/121060 DQ20 54/121160 DR20

M20 - 45 deg 54/120672 2WM20 54/120762 2WN20 54/120862 2DO20 M20 - 45 deg 54/120962 2DP20 54/121062 2DQ20 54/121162 2DR20

M20 - 90 deg 54/120674 3WM20 54/120764 3WN20 54/120864 3DO20 M20 - 90 deg 54/120964 3DP20 54/121064 3DQ20 54/121164 3DR20

Cable size
1221/0.5 1525/0.5 2013/0.5

240 sq mm 300 sq mm 400 sq mm

925/0.5

180 sq mm
Cable size

608/0.5

120 sq mm

756/0.5

150 sq mm
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Ultra-high Vibration Terminals
Ultra High Vibration (Insulation grip) terminals are 
designed to absorb cable vibration between the 
cable insulation and the barrel of the terminal, using 
a specially designed double crimp which increases 
the life of the cable connection.  These terminals 
have an extended barrel and ferrule insert, are 
manufactured in two bend types and do not have 
an inspection hole.  Because of the special design 
and the fact that the cable connection is sealed, 
these terminals are especially durable and suitable 
for particularly heavy duty traction applications in a 
high vibration environment such as bogies.

The stripped cable is 
inserted into a ferrule, 
which in turn is inserted 
into the appropriate 
sized terminal.

1 Cable slightly retracted   
to show the complete 
assembly. The ferrule is 
shown fully inserted into 
the terminal.

2 Crimping not only forms  
a permanent connection 
between the cable and 
terminal, but also seals 
the terminal over the 
cable insulation.

3

Cable

Ferrule
Terminal

Code letter here

Stud hole

Crimping die

“A”

8
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Ultra High Vibration 
Terminals

Construction: Made from high conductivity, 
grade C101 to BS 2871 seamless copper tube. 

Finish: Annealed and electro-tin plated - 5 
micron minimum. 

Identification: The crimp size code letter is 
stamped on the palm of each terminal during 
manufacture, and embossed on the crimp form 
during crimping.

Tools: Use Tranect 35T hydraulic 
crimping press and crimping dies.
Please refer to the data table above for the 
appropriate crimp die code letter. Use Tranect 
‘Go’ gauge to check each crimp, or measure 
the crimp using the crimp ‘Go’ size dimension 
given on the adjacent table.  



Insulated Terminals

These terminals are manufactured from high grade copper. All terminals are electrolytically tin plated to achieve good 
corrosion protection.  The necks of the terminals are brazed an annealed  to allow crimping in any direction around the 
neck. The insulation sleeves are moulded in Halogen-free polycarbonate, which has excellent deformation characteristics 
and maintains its vibration support up to high temperatures; well over 100°C.

The colour of the insulation sleeve relates to which section 
area the terminal accepts, as indicated in the following 
tables.

10

Fork Terminals



Ring Terminals



Special Terminals
TRANECT LTD manufacture heavy duty cable terminals for soldered connections as well as crimped connections.  
These are especially useful where more than one cable needs to be inserted into the same terminal e.g. to add a 
“tap off” during an equipment upgrade.

Special terminals can be manufactured with multiple stud holes, these can 
be aligned or offset and of the same or differing sizes on the same
terminal.

We manufacture terminals with extended barrels and special reducing
sleeves to enable larger terminals to be used on smaller cables.
We manufacture fork terminals in all our terminal sizes.
English Electric and AEI equipment spare parts can be supplied - contact 
us for details.

12
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Aluminium Terminals
These terminals are made from pure aluminium 99.7%. The range shown here is to 800mm², but these are 
available up to 1200mm². The terminals fit compacted / uncompacted and solid conductors in accordance with 
IEC 60228. Please refer to the tooling section for details of  tools suitable to crimp these terminals.

Explanation of part number:

Crimp Sequence
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Aluminium Terminals



Splice Connectors

15

Our splice connectors are manufactured from high conductivity seamless copper tube, annealed and electro-tin 
plated to combine maximum electrical conductivity with  mechanical strength.  They are manufactured to suit a range 
of cable sizes and are available with or without an inspection hole. They are suitable for connections between cables 
and are   especially useful where a section of cable needs to be repaired. 



Split Terminals
Our split connectors are manufactured from high conductivity solid copper rod, annealed and electro-tin plated to 
combine maximum electrical conductivity with mechanical strength. They are manufactured to suit a range of cable 
sizes and are available with or without an inspection hole. They are designed to be bolted and unbolted, enabling 
power modules/motors to be isolated and removed for ease of maintenance.

Construction: Made from high conductivity copper rod, 
grade C101 to BS 1432. Available with or without an 
inspection hole.

Finish: Annealed and electro-tin plated - 5 micron 
minimum. 

Identification: Crimp size code letter stamped on palm 
and embossed on crimp form after crimping.

Tools: Use Tranect 35T hydraulic crimping press and 
crimping dies. Please refer to the data table for the 
appropriate crimp size code letter for the crimping die. 
Use Tranect “Go” gauge to  check each crimp or 
measure the crimp using the crimp “Go” gauge 
dimension given on the data table.

To Order: Please specify catalogue number and if an 
inspection hole is required.16



Tooling
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Top die holder

Top die

Bottom die

Retaining pin

Hose connector

35 Ton press
Tranect 35 Ton hydraulic crimping press is recommended for use with Tranect dies to crimp Tranect terminals. Each press 
is stamped with the initials of the technician who assembled it, along with a date code - allowing total traceability.
 
All presses are supplied with a two year back to base warranty. We service and recondition old hydraulic crimping 
presses.We can also supply a heavy duty hydraulic cable cutter for cutting up to 400 mm  cable. 

Tranect 35 Ton hydraulic crimping press is supplied with:

- top die holder
- bottom die holder 
- hydraulic coupler
- hydraulic hose
- hydraulic pump - choice of either electric or compressed air powered.

 

2
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There is a crimp die for each size of standard terminal. Each crimp die is engraved with the crimp size code letter: 
F,G,H,I,J,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R and R

There is a separate range of crimp dies for the insulation grip terminals: K-X,M-X,N-X,O-X

Operating instructions are available based on British Rail WOSS 560/4.

The crimp die is held in the die holder with a split pin.

Crimp dies FOR 35 Ton Press



For crimp size:

“F” to “K” use gauge TA13209
“L” to “O” use gauge TA13210
“P” to “R” use gauge TA13211
“K-X” to “O-X” use gauge TA13213

Calibration certificates can be provided if required.

Inspection gauges
Inspection Gauges are available for each type of crimped connection.  These slide over the crimp form to provide 
a ‘GO’ check.  If they slide over easily then the connection is sound.  If they do not fit, then there is a problem with 
the connection which will need further inspection.
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DKB0760 for TK-R terminals 0 .75 to 6mm²
· Die nests are distinctly marked
· Adjustable if changes occur, ie. After many crimps
· Ratchet mechanism to ensure full crimp closure
· Emergency release to interrupt crimping operation
· Unique design makes the tool compact and handy
· Minimum physical force required

T2258 for TK-R and TK-RF terminals 4 .0 to 16mm²
· Die nests are distinctly marked
· Adjustable if changes occur, ie. After many crimps
· Ratchet mechanism to ensure full crimp closure
· Emergency release to interrupt crimping operation
· Unique design makes the tool compact and handy
· Minimum physical force required

Heavy Duty Tools

DKB0760

T2258

Crimp Types

Crimp Types

20



DSA0115 crimp tool for pre-insulated terminals 
0,14 - 2 .5 mm²
· Laser marked die nests
· Ratchet mechanism ensures fully closed crimps
· Emergency release to interrupt crimp sequence
· Compact and handy design
· Minimum operating force required

DSA0115Crimp Types

Crimp Types ESA0760

ESA0760 and ESA 0760C ‘Miniforce’ crimp 
tools for symmetrical crimping or pre insulated 
terminals 0 .5 - 6mm²
· Locator to hold the terminal in the correct position     
  when crimping, to simplify installation
· Easy die calibration with die gauge
· Die nests leave an imprint to show identification of  
  correct tool used.
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System V250 for TK-R and TK-RF terminals 10-300 mm²
· Equipped with oil spray safety protection cap
· Working pressure 630 bar
· Crimp force 25 ton
· Can also be used with aluminium ‘AK’ crimps up to  800mm²

22
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Die Holder V2508

B-type Die



Matrix Holder

Matrix

Punch

Punch and Matrix
· For indent crimping of Aluminium AK terminals, no 
  punch holder is required
· When indent crimping aluminium terminals, two indents 
  are always required

23

Crimp Sequence



Crimp head with DUAL CRIMP technique, which starts with an optimised hexagonal crimp and then 
makes a small indent in the same crimp cycle . This secondary indent further improves gas tightness and 
well as the electrical and mechanical properties of the crimp connection . 

DUAL SYSTEM for crimping flexible conductors in TK-RF terminals 16mm² - 300mm²

24

Crimp Sequence

DV1300 Dual Crimp head
· Dual dies are available for 16 - 300 mm²
· No Die holders are necessary when using DUAL dies .
· Conventional dies for the DV1300 can be used without 
  the dual function .
· The DV1300 can also be used with regular crimp dies 
  for the 1300 system.
· Can be used with footpump or battery / mains 
   powered pump



DV1300C Dual Crimp head
· Dual dies are available for 16 - 300 mm²
· No Die holders are necessary when using DUAL dies .
· Conventional dies for the DV1300C can be used without 
  the dual function .
· The DV1300C can also be used with regular crimp dies for 
  the 1300C system.
· Can be used with footpump or battery / mains powered pump

25



Traction cable assemblies
We can supply all our heavy duty cable terminals pre-assembled as cable assemblies to whatever configuration is 
required.  Heat shrink insulation sleeving can be applied over the crimp joint, to seal the connection and to provide 
insulation against flashing.
 
The heat shrink sleeving can be clear or black, as required.
 
Cable identity sleeves are applied to each cable assembly identifying part number, drawing number, 
job number and manufacturer, providing identity and traceability.

Cables

Construction: Cable size from 10 sq mm to 400 sq mm. Terminals are applied using our 
crimp tooling and 100% inspected using our “Go” gauges. The terminations are sealed
using heat shrink sleeving unless otherwise specified.

Identification: Ident sleeving is applied, recording part no, drawing no, job no and 
manufacturer providing identity and traceability.

To Order: Please specify British Rail catalogue number or provide a drawing or written 
specification of your requirements.  

26
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Heavy duty cable harnesses

Data & Communications
Tranect Ltd can manufacture and supply low power cable harnesses 
using single core and multi core cables with a wide range of 
connections, including multi pin plug and sockets, RJ45 connections 
and ring terminals.

Please contact us for further information on this type of harness.

Tranect Ltd can manufacture and supply heavy duty 
traction power supply cable harnesses for high vibration 

environments using high integrity components. Power cables from 
25 sq mm to 400 sq mm. Harnesses can also include muticore 
cables for control and instrumentation purposes. We can also 

supply gland plates, gland plate seals, high integrity glands and 
resilient cable clamps. 



We manufacture Copper links and busbars to suit a variety of applications in the electrical engineering industry. All 
copper products are fabricated from high grade C-101 copper. We will manufacture to your own specifications, either 
from your drawing, or we will design from scratch. Typical finish will be electro-tin plate, 5 microns thick, either bright 
or dull, depending upon your requirement. Bright Nickel plate is also available. Specialist application busbars are also 
available, fabricated to any shape or size.

We can take “one off” orders, and are qualified to offer engineering as sistance in the design, development and 
manufacture of non standard products for special applications. We also manufacture a range of products for track / 
other applications. These include:

 - Rail lug forgings 
 - Dropper wire sleeves and associated overhead line equipment
 - Flexible braid connectors for use in stand-by generator sets
 - Brazed contact tips for use in switches and circuit  breakers 

Fabricated and machined components 

28

Busbars



Braids
Braided Connectors

29

Terminology:
Real cross-sectional area: can be obtained by adding together all the cross sectional areas of each wire in the braid
Apparent cross-sectional area: is equal to the resultant area of the external dimensions of the braid, and is equal to about 
twice the real cross-sectional area.
Flexibility: depends essentially on the mechanical resistance of the material used, and on its diameter. Usually, electrical 
applications require annealed electrolytic copper, in either plain or tinned finish.
 

Round Twisted Braid
The strands are wound in one direction  
only; the flexibility of the braid is 
determined by the winding pitch. 
Production costs are lower and the 
product is equally flexible in every 
direction. Does not accept excessive 
torsion in the direction of the strand 
windings. Torsion in the opposite direction 
will cause a widening of the braid as the 
strands begin to separate. Strands may 
separate when bent or cut.

Round Braid
The strands are wound in opposite 
directions and the winding pitch 
determines the flexibility of the braid. 
Round braids are much more flexible that 
stranded cables of equal cross-sectional 
area. Unlike single wound braids, the 
strands of round braid to not separate 
when cut; the braid is flexible in all 
directions and resists torsion to the point 
that the strands will not separate and 
widen when twisted.

Flat ‘Tubular’ Braid
Can be made very thick with 
respect to its length, string 
sections can be made by using only 
one braid. Cross sectional area can 
be increased by inserting one 
tubular braid inside another. Like 
the flat woven variety, tubular braid 
has poor lateral flexibility.

29



 
¨ Available in plain, tinned or nickel plated copper, TRANECT braids are manufactured from high quality materials and 
   precision made components at our facility in Liverpool.
 
¨ Cross sectional area, length and construction to suit your particular application, standard and bespoke products to solve 
   any connection problem. We will design and manufacture standard and ‘one off’ terminals to suit your individual needs.
 
¨ TRANECT will manufacture braid connectors to your requirements, from 5 to 1800 Amps.
 
¨ TRANECT use only approved and certified insulation materials, in heat shrinkable, adhesive lined and woven formats.
 
¨ Our long association with the rail industry is your assurance of quality.

Power Connectors
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Manufactured from copper braid to standards EN1977 and EN13602 (supersedes BS4109), these tin plated copper 
braid earth leads have a wide variety of applications in many different industries.
 
Available in lengths and cross-sections to suit your individual needs, and with  terminations sized to suit your 
application. Earth leads are typically used in the automotive, aerospace and rail industries, but are also essential for 
grounding in audio, video and computer systems.
 

Earthing leads
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Enquiry Forms

Company:

Name:

E-mail address:

Telephone number:

Braid Connectors

End type:
Ferrule              Dipped               Crimped

Finish:
Tinned      Bare

Specific 
requirements:

Dimensions:
L            d1          M2          B           M1

Cross Section   Quantity



Terminals

A
C

BD

W

T

S Company:

Name:

E-mail address:

Telephone number:

A                  C                 W                 D  

B                   S                  t  

If any additional stud holes are required, please sketch 
layout here:



Unit 4 Carraway Road
Gillmoss Industrial Estate
Liverpool
L11 0EE

Phone: 0151 548 7040
Fax: 0151 546 6066
Email: sales@tranect.co.uk
Web: http://www.tranect.co.uk

Audited to Railway Group
Standard GM/RT 2450
for the supply of safety

critical equipment.

CERT NO. A21-1475

Proudly British...
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